
Do you feel like you are doing everything by yourself?

Are you having difficulty in getting “buy-in” from your team members?

Do you feel like you don’t have time to get it all done?

Hugh Ballou will help you achieve extraordinary results while saving time, energy and money. You 
will learn Hugh’s Transformational Leadership principles for building productive and energized teams. 
These principles will transform your team, your organization and your leadership expertise.

Leaders can transpose leadership skills of the musical conductor into organizational leadership skills 
with Hugh Ballou’s 4 Leadership Principles transforming organizational systems into high functioning 
ensembles. Ballou’s keynotes and workshops focus on practical tools and systems that can be used 
immediately to improve organizational functioning without having to be the ultimate person in charge. 
Leaders impact organizational functioning no matter where they appear in the organizational chart.

Keynotes and workshops are lively and interactive providing immediately applicable tools for today’s 
corporate leader or nonprofit leader.

Keynotes:
•	 CONDUCTING	TRANSFORMATION:  

4 Principles of Leadership that will Transform Any Organization

•	 CONDUCTING	POWER-PACKED	MEETINGS:	 
Boring and Unproductive Meetings Become a Rehearsal for High-Level Performance

•	 ORCHESTRATING	EXCELLENCE:  
A Conductor Leads Organizational Transformation

Ballou’s Leadership Principles:
•	 KNOW	THE	SCORE:	Foundations - Embrace and Communicate the Plan

•	 HIRE	THE	BEST: Relationships - Create the Culture of Excellence, the Ensemble

•	 REHEARSE	FOR	SUCCESS: Systems - Rehearse Excellence to Achieve Excellence

•	 VALUE	THE	RESTS: Balance - Guide the Process Keeping the Players in Sync

“Hugh Ballou, speaks at CEO SPACE in the 
presence of the leading trainers in the world…
When Hugh teaches all “these trainers” are in 
the room – because frankly Hugh is off the chart 
amazing in hard content.”

- Berny Dohrmann – Chairman,  
CEO Space International, Tampa, FL

“Hugh is one of the best motivational 
speakers that I have heard... His 
leadership principals are practical 
and applicable in a wide variety of 
businesses. Hugh gets results.” 

- Charles D. Vollmer, Jobenomics,  
Author and Founder, Vienna, VA

“In a world of know-everything experts, it is beyond awesome 
to find someone that actually knows from which they speak….
the Orchestra Director blew me away and pulled me in with 
his captivating style, grace in words, and impactful strategies 
…. You need to experience the grace and power of Hugh 
Ballou at least once, and you will become a fan instantly!” 

- Dr. Jeffery Magee, Publisher,  
Performance Magazine – Tulsa, OK

“When a human being moves  
from the inside out, the world lights 
up! Hugh Ballou is an inspired soul 
with profound wisdom and skills that 
empower humanity to work to their 
fullest potential. 

- Lauren E. Miller,  
Bestselling author and speaker


